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0.

INTRODUCTION*

This paper provides a preliminary description of relative clause forma
tion in Haya.
It will be shown that this language exhibits a wider range of
relativization patterns and possibilities than other closely related Bantu
languages such as Luganda and Kinyarwanda.^ Haya speakers can form relative
clases (RC's) not only on subjects and direct objects, but also on other
kinds of prepositionless NP's, as well as on prepositional phrases. Differ
ent strategies are used according to the kind of NP which is relativized,
and in one case (i.e. instrumental NP's) verb-coding and pronoun-retaining
can be used interchangeably.
1.

SOME GENERAL FEATURES OF HAYA RC'S

Haya RC's are postnominal, as expected in a consistent SVO language, and
the relative pronoun usually introduces the RC. However, if the subject of
the RC is a full NP, a special rule can move the relative pronoun immediately
before the verb of the RC. The relative pronouns follow the general rules of
nominal concord in Haya and are distinguished into two series:
(i) a bound
form for relativized subjects; (ii) an unbound form in all other cases.
(As
seen in Appendix 1, these pronouns are similar to the demonstratives meaning
'that/that one/those'.) In some tenses the morphology and the tone contour
of the verb in the RC are different from the corresponding forms in main
clauses (for a comparative list of the forms of the verb -gend- 'go', see
Appendix 2.) Haya does not overtly distinguish between restrictive and nonrestrictive RC's.
2.

RELATIVIZATION ON SUBJECTS

The subject of an embedded clause is relativized by replacing it with
a relative pronoun (REL) which is attached as a preprefix to the very begin
ning of the verbal complex. Given Haya basic word order (SVO), no movement
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rule is needed. Examples (1) - (5) illustrate this construction with different
noun classes and different verbal forms.
(1)

ertbw’ l-y-a-ly’ £bitooke 0 yagge
'the dog that ate the bananas
dog REL-it-Pj-eat bananas COP mine
is mine'

(2)

ab££n* ^-ba-a-gend’ <5mu-kyaalo
children REL-they-Pi-go to-village

(3)

ek(ntw* e-kl-t^-li klhaggo
thing REL-it-NEG-be big

'the thing that is not big'

(4)

omush^fj’ £-y-a-bon’ <5mukazi
man
REL-he-P^-see woman

'the man who saw the woman'

(5)

ebitook* £-by-a-guI-w-a k£to
bananas REL-they-P}-buy-PASS Kato

'the children who have gone to
thevillage'

'the bananas that have been bought
by Kato'

As seen in the above examples, the relative pronoun for subjects consists
of a high tone preprefix which agrees in noun class with the head noun. The
only case where this REL marker is not identical in form to the preprefixes
found on nouns (see Chagas 1977) is class 1, which has £- instead of the ex
pected ($-. The latter form does appear, however, in front of an adjectival
modifier with no overt copula.^ Compare (6a) and (6b).
(6) a.
b.

omuntw* ^-1 i muhaggo
person REL-be big

'the person who is big'

omuntw> ($-muhaggo

'the big person'

2.1.
Personal pronouns as head nouns.
If the head noun is a (full)
personal pronoun, both the verb and the relative pronoun agree with a nonexpressed 3rd person referent. Therefore, for all human referents, whether
1st, 2nd, or 3rd person, the relative pronoun is identical to that used with
class 1 head nouns in the singular and class 2 head nouns in the plural:
(7)

In’ ^-gend* £ha-muj£jalo bull Iwamuk^ga tf-n-gul£ blntu bigg!
I REL-go
to-market
each Saturday NEG-I-buy things many
'I who go to the market every Saturday do not buy many things'

Other forms:

Iw’ i-gend’ ...
'you (sg.) who go...'
wenln’ ^-gend’ ...
'he/she who goes...'
icw* £-ba-gend* ... 'we who go...'
Inw* ci-ba-gend* ... 'you (pi.) who go...'
b6nln’ ^-ba-gend’ ...
'they who go...'

These forms then mean something like 'I/you/he/she..., (the one) who goes
[class 1]' and 'we/you/they..., (the ones) who go' [class 2].
3.

RELATIVIZATION OF PREPOSITIONLESS NP's

A non-subject prepositionless NP is relativized by replacing it with a
V(C)V-o pronoun which usually appears at the beginning of the RC (see section
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5 for the "attraction-to-the-verb rule”). Since prepositionless NP's can
have different syntactic and/or semantic roles, I will illustrate this relativization pattern by going through the different types of prepositionless
NP's that Haya sentences can have.
3.1.
Direct objects (DO's). This category has been defined by Duranti
and Byarushengo (1977) by a certain number of properties that are shared by
what they call "basic" DO's. Without going into too many details, intuitively
and traditionally speaking, such NP's as em<5toka 'car' in (8), omw^ana 'child'
in (9), and ebitooke 'bananas' in (10) can be considered "basic" DO's.

(8)

omush^fja y-a-gul’ em<5toka
man

(9)

he-Pj-buy

n-a-bon’ omw^ana
I-Pj-see

(10)

’the mas has bought a/the car'

car
'I have seen a/the child’

child

embw£ y-a-ly* ebitooke

'the dog has eaten (the) bananas'

dog it-Pj-eat bananas

However, formally speaking, these nouns constitute a proper set, defined by
the kinds of grammatical processes they can trigger, undergo, or control
(see Duranti and Byarushengo 1977). Furthermore, their semantic role is
implied by the verb in its "basic" form, that is, without any supplementary
suffix (or "extension"). Examples (11) - (13) show relativization on the
DO's of the above sentences.

(11)

em<5tok’ ey’ <5mush£fja y-a-gul-a
car

(12)

man

'the car that the man has bought'

he-P^-buy

omwc^n’ 6w<5 n-a-b<5n-a
child

(13)

REL

'the child that I have seen'

REL I-Pj-see

ebitook’ £by’ £mbw£ y-£-ly-a
bananas REL
dog it-Pi-eat

'the bananas that the dog has eaten'

There are, in Haya, certain verbs that can take two basic DO's. Verbs
like -<5lek- 'show', -h£- 'give', -jun- 'help' belong to this class. Especi
ally when there are three human referents involved, sentences with these
verbs are potentially ambiguous. However, in addition to background informa
tion shared by the speaker and the hearer, word order usually provides a
"preferred" reading. A sentence like (14), for instnace, tends to be inter
preted as 'I showed the child to the woman' rather than 'I showed the woman
to the child'.
(14)

n-a-yolek’ <5muk£zy’ <5mw£ana
I-P^-show

woman

'I

showed the woman the child'

child

But if either one of the two DO's is relativized, complete ambiguity arises:
(15)

omw££n’ <5w<5 n-a-yolek’ <5mukazi 'the child that I showed to the woman'
child REL I-Pj-show woman 'the child to whom I showed the woman'
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(16)

omuk^zy5 <5wc5 n-a-^yolek’ <5mw£ana
woman
REL I-Pj-show
child

'the woman that I showed to the child'
'the woman to whom I showed the child'

Another kind of prepositionless NP that behaves like a DO concerns NP’s
that have their semantic role marked on the verb by means of suffixes, e.g.
omw^ana 'child' in (17) and ekltambala 'handkerchief' in (18).
(17)

omuk^zi y-a-cumb-iI<5mw^^n’ £bltooke
woman she-P^-cook-APP child
bananas

'the woman has cooked (the)
bananas for a/the child'

(18)

n - a - s l l g - i s ’ omw££nJ ek itam b ^ l* £majuta
I-Pl-smear-INSTR child handkerchief oil

'I smeared the oil on the
child with a/the handkerchief'

The benefactive role of omw^ana in (17) is marked by the so-called ''applica
tive" suffix -il- (APP) on the verb, and the presence of an instrumental NP
in (18) is revealed by the suffix -Is- (sometimes -I-; cf. Trithart 1977).
Notice that - s i i g - 'smear' is a two-DO verb like -h £ - 'give' and -<5lek•show'.
With the above sentences more ambiguity may arise in RC's than in main
clauses.
Again, whereas in (19) there is a "preferred" reading, complete
ambiguity arises if either one of the postnominal N P ’s is relativized:
(19)

k a t6 y - a - I t - I I ’ (Smukazy* <5murrtu
Kato he-Pi-kill-APP woman person

(20)

omukazy’ c5wo kato y - a - j t - l l ’ (Smuntu
woman
REL Kato he-Pj-kill-APP person
'the woman that Kato has killed for/because of the person'
’the woman for/because of whom Kato has killed the person'

(21)

omuntw’ <§w<$
person REL
'the person
'the person

'Kato killed the person for/because
of the woman'[preferred reading]

kat6 y - a - l t - i l ’ 6mukaz!
Kato he-Pi-kill-APP woman
that Kato has killed for/because of the woman'
for/because of whom Kato has killed the woman'

This way of marking the semantic role of a certain NP on the verb has
been called the verb-coding strategy (cf. Keenan 1972, Keenan and Comrie
1972).
It: has been argued that this strategy is used to recover "the seman
tic function of the deleted coreferent argument in relativization" (Giv<5n
1976:58).
What we have just seen in Haya does not seem to support such a
claim. Furthermore, Haya is a counterexample to another claim that has been
made with respect to verb-coding strategies in Bantu. Giv<5n (1976) states:
"There are two striking themes running through the Bantu data. First, the
verb-coding or promotion strategy within one language is used only for cases
for which an alternative coding strategy is not available." As we will see
in a later section, there is at least one clear case in Haya in which both
a verb-coding strategy and a pronoun-retaining strategy are available.
3.2.
Other types of prepositionless NP's. There are other kinds of
prepositionless NP's that can be relativized the same way as DO's. This is
the case, for instance, with possessed parts in the "affected possessor"
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construction.

(22)

Consider example (22).

kat6 y-a-hend* (Smush^fj*
Kato he-Pj-break man

<5mukono
arm

'Kato has broken the man’s hand'
(lit. Kato broke the man the hand)

In (22) there are two prepositionless NP’s, but only omush^ija ’man’ shares
all of the properties of DO's (cf. Hyman 1977). Nevertheless, both omush^Jja
and omukono can be relativized by means of the same rule as for DO’s:
(23)

omush^fj’ 6vi6 kat<5 y-a-hend* 6mukono
’the man whose hand Kato has
man
REL Kato he-P^-break arm
broken’
(lit. the man that Kato has broken the hand)

(24)

omukon* <5gw<5 kat<5 y-a-h en d ’ c5mush^IJa
arm
REL Ka!to he-Pj-break man

'the arm that Kato has broken
(of/to) the man’

The accessibility of NP's such as omukono in (22) to this type of RC forma
tion prevents us from stating this relativization pattern as ’’restricted” to
DO’s. There are, however, prepositionless NP's that cannot be relativized
(either with this rule or with any other rule). For this reason we cannot
say that this rule applies to all kinds of prepositionless NP's. One clear
case of a prepositionless NP that cannot be relativized is the agent NP in
a passive construction.
It turns out that Haya, as opposed to other Bantu
languages that use such prepositions as na, ka or ku, does not have a marker
on the demoted subject in a passive sentence. As seen in (25), the agent NP
simply follows the verb, which takes the suffix -w- (-bw- after a vowel).
(25) a.
b.

omush^fja y-a-It’ &nbwa
man
he-P^-kill dog
embw£ y-a-lt-w* <$mush£lja
dog it-P^kill-PASS man

'the man has
killed the dog'
'the dog has been killed
by the man*

In Haya there is no way a noun like omush^Ija in (25b) can be relativized.
RC’s like (25c) are completely unacceptable.
(25) c.

♦omush^fj* <5w’ lmbw£ y-a-ft-w-a
man
REL
dog it-P^-kill-PASS

'the man (by) whom the dog
has been killed'

The above is not the only case in which RC formation is blocked. As
shown by Duranti and Byarushengo (1977), sometimes when the syntactic status
of a DO is affected by some particular grammatical process, RC formation on
such a DO might be blocked. For this reason, mainly, this kind of RC forma
tion has been considered as one of the properties that define (together with
others) a DO. Thus, even if we cannot say that this RC formation pattern is
restricted to N P ’s having DO status, we might still say that it is one of
their properties which may be lost when the DO is totally or partially de
moted. The agent NP in a passive construction would then represent the most
extreme case of a "downgraded” NP in a Haya clause.
3.3.
Objects of comparison. Haya comparatives are constructed by means
of the verb -shi^g- 'surpass', as shown in the following examples:
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(26) a.
b.

n-df mu Ia ku-sh^g* <5mw£ana
I-be tall to-surpass child

'I am taller than the child1
(lit. I am tallto surpass
the child)

Q-kol-a mun6 k u -s h ^ g ’ c5mush£fj* cSmugufi
I-work much to-surpass man
short
•I worked harder than the short man'

(lit. I work so much
to surpass the short
man)

NP's like omw^ana ’child1 in (26a) and omush£fj’ 6mugufi ’short man’ in (26b)
are like DO’s of the verb -s h ^ g - ’surpass’. RC formation thus applies as on
any other DO:
(27)

a.

omw££n’<5w6 n-df mu la ku-sh£ag-a

’the child that I am taller than1

child

b.

REL I-be tall to-surpass(lit. the child that I am tall
to surpass)
omush^fj* <5mugdfy’ <5w<5 Q -k o l-a mun<5 ku-sh^aga
man
short
REL I-work
much to-surpass
’the short man that I work harder than’
(lit. the short man that I work so much to surpass)

3,4.
Personal pronouns as head nouns. As in the case of subject relativization, in this kind of RC formation as well, personal pronouns are con
sidered as having a third person referent.
In fact, we find for human refer
ents the relative pronoun 6wo (class 1) in the singular and abo (class 2) in
the plural. An example involving the first person singular is given in (28).
(28)

4.

In* <5w(5 kat* d-boin-e nyefgolo
I
REL Kato he-see-P2 yesterday

’I whom Kato saw yesterday’

RELATIVIZATION ON OBJECTS OF A PREPOSITION

4.1. "Simple" prepositions. There are very few "simple” prepositions
in Haya. They behave differently with respect to RC formation as well as to
other grammatical processes. As I will show below, the proposition na ’with’
has a different status from locative "prepositions" such as omu- ’in’ and
aha- 'at, on’. This difference is revealed by the different kinds of RC form
ation strategies that they require.
The preposition na can be used with different NP arguments. Example
(29) illustrates the use of na as a marker of an instrumental NP, and example
(30) illustrates the use of na as a marker of a comitative NP.
(29)

n-a-it’ ^QkcSko n ’egkoni
I-Pj-kill chicken with stick

(30)

omush^fja y-a-gend-a n’(5mw£ana
man

he-Pj-go

’I have killed the chicken with a
stick’

’the man has gone with the child’

with child

In order to relativize on an object of a preposition such as eQkonl ’stick’
in (29) or omw^ana ’child’ in (30), in addition to the V(C)V-o relative pro
noun at the beginning of the RC, the preposition na must be retained in its
"original" position plus a copy pronoun that agrees in noun class with the
relativized NP. Examples (31) and (32) show this RC pattern.
(31)

eQkony’ £y 6 n - a - I t * eqk<5ko n^-yo
stick
REL I-Pi-kill chicken with-it

’the stick with which I have
killed the chicken’
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(32)

omw^n* 6w* <5mush£fja y-a-gend-a n^-we
child

REL

man

he-P^-go

’the child with whom the
man has gone’

with-him

There are two ways of relativizing on an instrumental NP in Haya: one in
volves verb-coding, as we have seen in 3.1; the other involves the so-called
pronoun-retaining strategy seen in (31). The two strategies are interchange
able, but they cannot be used together. Thus, (33) is acceptable only without
n£-yo 'with it' (class 9).
(33)

eokony’ ey<$ n-a-is’6 eQkoko (*h£-yo)
'the stick with which I
stick
REL I-Pj-kill/INSTR chicken with-it
have killed the chicken’

The same pronoun-retaining strategy is used with genitival constructions.
Normally the connective element between the two NP’s in a genitival construc
tion is the so-called "associative" marker -a, preceded by a concord prefix
that agrees with the possessed NP, as shown in (34) and (35).
(34)

omw^na y-a-yogy’ Imotoka y’<5mush£ IJa
cf. ya k^to ’of Kato’
child he-P,-wash
car
of
man
'the child nas washed the car of the m a n 1

(35)

omw££na y-a-yogy’ emotoka y ’^bash^ija
child he-Pj-wash
car of
men

'the child has washed the
car of the men'

When the possessor NP is relativized, the connective element becomes a kind
of pronominal form which agrees with the relativized element, as seen in (36)
and (37).
(36)

omushcifj’ <5w’ <5mw££na y-a-yogy’ emotok£ ye
man
REL
child he-Pj-wash car
his
(lit. the man that the child washed his car)

(37)

'the man whose car the
child has washed’

abash^fj’ £b’ <5mw^na y-a-yogy’ emotoka y3bo
'the men whose car the
men
REL
child he-P^-wash car
their
child has washed'
(lit. the men that the child washed their car)

Notice that in (34) and (35) the connective element ya (y’) stays the same
even if the possessor NP changes. In (36) and (37), the class 9 connective
element has taken a pro-form that agrees also with the possessor NP.
Locative prepositions behave differently.
preposition na cannot be fronted in RC's,
(38)

*er]konl n’6y<5 n-a-lt’ ^Qkoko
stick with-REL I-Pi-kill chicken

For example, whereas the

'the stick with which I have
killed the chicken’

there are cases in which we find fronted locative prepositions in RC's, as
in the following two examples:
(39)

omu-kyaal’ <5mw6 n-tuul-a

'in the village in which I live'

in-village in-REL I-live
(40)

aha-meez* Sh6 kat’ ^-shunt^m-a
on-table on-REL Kato he-sit

’on the table where Kato sits'
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This fact can be explained if we consider the particular nature of locative
prepositions in Haya (and in Bantu in general), which behave in many respects
more as nominal prefixes than as prepositions.
In fact, they have the same
VCV structure as an augmented noun prefix and may trigger agreement on noun
modifiers, as in (41).
(41)

omu-nju mwaqge
in-house in-my

'in the house (is) mine'

This might suggest that <5mw6 in (39) and £h6 (dha-o/) in (40) are produced by
a simple rule of concord with the head noun. This is confirmed by the fact
that locatiive relative pronouns are not well-accepted if the head noun is not
"locativized".
Sentences like (42) are only marginally acceptable.
(42) ?? kat* d-ka-b<5n’ e k y a a l’ <5mw<5 n - tu u l-a
Kato he-P3-see village in-REL I-live

'Kato saw the village in which
I live'

If we have more NP arguments, as in (43), the sentence might be completely
unacceptable:
(43)

*nl-m -m any* E kyaal* <5mw<5 y -a -g e n d -e l’ <$mukazl
PR-I-know village in-REL he-Pi-go-APP woman
’I know the village in which he has gone for the woman'

To express this properly, we must use the verb-coding strategy, as seen in (44).
(44)

ni-m -m any’ ek yaal* ekyo y -a -g e n d -e l-a mw* <$mukazl
PR-I-know village
REL he-P^-go-APP LOC
woman
'I know the village which he has gone in for the woman'

In (44) the verb has been marked for the locative semantic role by means of
the suffix mu, which conveys the same meaning as the preposition omu-. To
mark the verb for the meaning of the preposition aha-, the suffix ho is used,
as seen in (45).
(45)

emeez’ ey6 kat<§ y-a-shuntam-d ho
table REL Kato he-P^-sit
LOC

'the chair on which Kato sat'
(lit. the chair that Kato sat on)

In sentences like (44) and (45) RC formation works as for the other preposi
tionless NP's (cf. 3.1). Notice that in these cases the pronoun-retaining
strategy is not available:
(46)

* k a t * £-ka-b<5n* e k yaal* eky<$ n - t u u l’ omwo
Kato he-Pj-see village REL I-live in-it

'Kato saw the village that
I live in it'

4.2.
Complex prepositional phrases. RC formation on the object of a
complex prepositional phrase (that is, a prepositional phrase which is in
fact a compound formed by a prepositional phrase + genitive,, like the English
on the top of, at the bottom of, etc.) is only marginally acceptable and is
usually avoided by Haya speakers. The interesting thing, however, is that
when the object of the prepositional phrase is relativized, the connective
particle formed by the suffix -a and a preceding concord prefix can be
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dropped, and in fact, in some cases the sentence sounds even better without
it. In (46) the locative prepositional phrase omu-m£lsho, which literally
means 'in-eyes' is followed by the connective ga, which agrees with am^lsho
'eyes' (class 6).
(46)

kat* £-kol* (5mu-maIsho g*£nju
Kato he-work in-eyes of house

’Kato works in front of the house'

If we want to form RC on Inju 'house', we can either drop the connective ga,
or expand it with a pronominal form, i.e. g£-yo, as shown in (47).
(47)

enjw’ ey<5 kat’ ci-kol’ omu-malsho (0 or g^-yo)
house REL Kato he-work in-eyes
of-it
'the house in front of which Kato works'

In this case, then, the pronoun-retaining strategy is optional.
5.

RELATIVE PRONOUN ATTRACTION TO THE VERB

When the subject of the RC is a full NP the non-subject relative pronoun
can be moved over the subject and placed adjacent to the verb, as in the (b)
examples below:
(48) a.
=

b.

(49) a.

b.

em<5tok’ £y’ <5mw^£na y-a-yogy-£ 0 yagge
car
REL
child he-Pj-wash COP mine

'the car that the child
has washed is mine’

em<5tok’ <5mw££n’ ey<S y-a-yogy-£ 0 yagge
omuhy’ <5gw’ <5mush£'ja y-a-shaz* £nyama gu-ly* ^ha-meeza
knife REL
man
he-Pj-cut/INSTR meat it-be on-table
'the knife with which the man has cut the meat is on the table'
omuhy’ c$mush£fj’ <5gw<5 y-a-shaz* enyama gu-ly’ ^ha-melza

However, in sentences like (50) and (51), this rule cannot apply.
(50) a.

b.

omw^n* <5w* <5muk£zl y-a-cumb-I I* ebltook’ a-lw^ll-e
child REL
woman she-Pj-cook-APP bananas he-sick
'the child for whom the woman has cooked the bananas is sick'
*omw££n* 6muk£zy* 6vi6 y-a-cumb-M* ebltook’ a-lw^ll-e

(51) a.

n-a-bon* ^njaggw’ ey’ embw£ y-a-lum-a
I-P^-see
cat
REL
dog it-P^-bite

b.

*n-a-bon* enjaogw’ embw’ ey6 y-a-lum-a

'I have seen the cat that
the dog bit'

Both in (50) and in (51) the subject NP of the RC and the head noun belong to
the same noun class (class 1 in (50), class 9 in (51)). Given the fairly
"free" word order of Haya, it seems that sentences like (50b) and (51b) would
create severe problems in assigning the right bracketing and coreferentiality.
The subject-verb agreement in (50b), for instance, could either refer to
omwaana or omukazi, and omukazl itself could be the head noun of a RC with
the subject-verb agreement referring to another person.
(52) illustrates the
different possible interpretations.
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(52)

o m w ^ n ’i <5muk£zy’ j

6

w

6

Yi/j-a-cum b-l I * ebito ok* a.jyj-fw£l l- e

The same rule of relative pronoun attraction to the verb seems to be
obligatory in Luganda, as described by Walusimbi (1976), who argues against
the "principle of pronoun attraction" proposed by Giv<5n (1972). Such a
principle would predict a tendency to keep the relative pronoun as close to
the head noun as possible.
Instead, in Luganda, a full subject NP intervenes
always between the head noun and the relative pronoun. This seems consistent
with the general tendency in Bantu to mark on (or next to) the verb as much
grammatical information as possible.

6 . PSEUDO-CLEFT SENTENCES AND EMBEDDED QUESTIONS
In this section I will briefly show that pseudo-cleft sentences are formed
by using the same kind of strategies and patterns used for RC formation, and
that embedded questions are morphosyntactically the same as RC's.
6.1. Pseudo-olefts. Haya can form pseudo-clefts on the same types of
NP's on which it can form RC's.
(53) shows a pseudo-cleft on a subject, (54)
on a basic DO, (55) on a verb-marked DO (instrumental), and (56) on a comitative NP.
(53)

a-y-a-leet* £bitooke nf k^to
REL-he-P^-bring bananas COP Kato

(54)
REL
(55)

(56)

V kat6 y-a-shal-^ 0 nyama
^ kato he-Pj-cut COP meat

'(the one) who brought the bananas
is Kato'
'what Kato has cut is meat'

y ogw<5'
| kat<5 y-a-shaz-£ 0 muhyo
I eky6 ,
j Kato he-Pj-cut/INSTR COP knife
REL
ow6 ii--a-gend-a na-wl nf k£to
RE L I- Pj-go
with-him COP Kato

'what Kato has cut-with is
the knife'

'(the one) who I went with is
Kato'

In this kind of construction the copula can either be expressed by the mor
pheme nl, as in (53) and (56), when the pseudo-clefted NP is a proper name
with no preprefix, or by the absence of the preprefix, as in (54) and (55).
In (53), where the subject relativization pattern has been used, the
relative pronoun a- (class 1) has a low tone instead of high because of a
general tone rule that lowers the high tone of a vowel immediately following
a pause (cf. Byarushengo, Hyman, and Tenenbaum 1976). In (54) and (55),
either one of the two relative pronouns can be used. The first form in each
case agrees in noun class with the pseudo-clefted NP; the other (eky<5) is a
general alternate form available for all inanimates, agreeing with the class
7 noun ekintu 'thing* (cf. Bennett 1977).
6.2.
Embedded questions.
In Haya embedded questions are superficially
the same as RC's .'7 Furthermore, there is no distinction between such pairs
as the English 'I know the man that the woman saw' vs.
'I know which man
the woman saw*. These are both expressed by the following structure:
(57)

ril-m-many* (5mush£fj> <5w* <5muk£zi y-a-b<5in-e
PR-I-know
man
REL
woman she-Pi-see
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(58) provides an example with a locative role marked on the verb:
(58)

ril-m-many* 6kyaalJ Iky* £-tuul-£ mu
PR-I-know village REL he-live LOC

’I know the village in which he
lives/I know in which village he
lives *

NOTES
*1 would like to thank Ernest Byarushengo for his time, patience, and
help in working with me as a linguistic consultant. Special thanks are also
due to Larry Hyman, who read an earlier draft of this paper and gave me sev
eral helpful comments. I am, of course, the only one responsible for any
possible errors.
■*Cf. Ashton et al (1954), Walusimbi (1976), and Keenan (1972) for Luganda; Kimenyi (1976) and Gary and Keenan (1976) for Kinyarwanda.
^See also Chagas (1977).
^Underlyingly this would be /£ - a -g e n d -a /, the first a - being the rela
tive pronoun (preprefix) and the second one the subject-verb agreement.
^The suffix -II- (or -el-) most frequently marks what might be generally
called the "dative" case (in the sense of early Case Grammar). APP refers
to "applicative", which is the term used by Bantuists.
5This is in fact a RC out of an embedded sentence, even if it is much
better (i.e. more "acceptable") than a RC on the DO of a "full" embedded
clause like (i):
(i)

kat<5 n - a -t e k e le z ’ a ty * <5mw^na y-a-bon* Ib ash ^IJa
Kato PR-he-think that
child he-P^-see
men
'Kato thinks that the child has seen the men 1

( i i ) ? *a b a s h d fj> ib6 k a t’ £ - 1 f- k u - t^ k e l ezy a ty * dmwdana y-d-b on -a
men
REL Kato he-be to-think
that
child he-Pj-see
'the men that Kato thinks that the child has seen'
In these cases, in order to relativize on a DO, it is better topromote the
DO to subject (via passivization), as in (iii):
(iii)

ab ash ^ fj* £tx5 k a t’ £ - 1 f-k u -te k e l e z ’ at i ba-a-bon-w* <5mw£ana
men
REL Kato he-be-to-think
that they-Pj-see-PASS child
•the men that Kato thinks that (they) have been seen by the child*

Noticethat in
(iii) the relative pronoun is the one usually found for n o n 
subject NP's, whereas abash^fja 'men* is the subject of the embedded clause,
as shown by the subject-verb agreement ba- in ba-a-bon-w -a 'they have been
seen*. This might be due to the fact that the relative pronoun for subject
NP's is a bound form that cannot be taken away from the verb of the RC,
whereas in this case we need a marker of the RC far away from the RC. It
is of course also possible that 'men' is simultaneously considered as a
DO of kutekeleza 'to think' or a prepositionless oblique, something which
may require further study.
^The form -Is- 'kill with' is derived from / 11+i/, with the instrumental
suffix causing spirantization (see Trithart 1977).
^For a cross-linguistic survey and some semantically-based arguments
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for such a phenomenon, see Keenan and Hull (1973).
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/6 - h a - o /
/o -k u -o /
/o -m u -o /

£ ho

6kwo
6mwo

16

17

18

omwo

___ 3

ah6

6kwo

6bwo

otwo

6k6

6| wo

ez6

ey6%

ebyo

ekyo

ag6

el yo

eyo^

ogwo

6bo

6w6J j^

/o -m u -o /

/6 -h a - 6 /

/o -k u -o /

/o -b u -o /

/o - t u - o /

/a - k a - o /

/o -lu - 6 /

/e - z i-6 /

/e -i-o /

/e -b i-o /

/e - k i-o /

/6 - g a - 6 /

/ e - l i -6 /

/e - i-o /

/o -g u -o /

/a - b a - o /

/6 - u - o /

Nonsubject REL

nakwo

nabwo

natwo

nako

na 1wo

nazo

n6yo

nabyo

n6kyo

n6go

n6iyo

n6yo

nag wo

n6bo

/ n a -k u -o /

/n a -b u -o /

/ n a -tu -6 /

/n a - k a - 6 /

/ n a - lu - o /

/n a -z i-o /

/n a -i- 6 /

/n a - b i - 6 /

/n a -k i-o /

/n a -g a -o /

/n a -li- o /

/ n a - i- o /

/ n a -g u -o /

/ n a -b a -6 /

/n a - u - e /

'w ith which/whom'
n6we^* 3

2The demonstrative and nonsubject REL forms are transcribed with the surface tones
they would have if both preceded and followed by some segment rather than being at the
beginning or end of an utterance.
^Classes 1, 4, and 9 do not have an intervocalic /g/
in the REL forms.
3Class 17 is not very productive in Haya. The REL form is missing
and the demonstrative okwo is one of the few forms attested in the language.
^'with REL’
forms are transcribed as they would appear tonally at the end of an utterance. 5Class 1
has the alternate nage.

/o -b u -o /
/o -k u -o /

ob wo
6kwo

/o -tu -o /

6two

13

14

/a - k a - o /

6ko

12

15

/6 -lu -o /

6l wo

7

8

11

/e - g i - o /

ekyo
ebyo

6

/e - z i- o /

/e - k i-o /
/e -b i-o /

el yo
ago

5

egyo

/e -li-o /
/a - g a - o /

egyo

ezo

/o -g u -o /
/e -g i - o /

6gwo

3

4

9

/a - b a - o /

6 bo

2

10

/o -g u -o /

ogwo^

Demonstrative ( ' th a t/th o s e ')

1

Noun Class

APPENDIX 1

ci-a-1f-gend-a
REL-he-F2“g6
a-y-a-ku-genz-i l-e
REL-he-P1-MOD-go-P2
i-y-a-ku-gend-a
REL-he-P1-MOD-go

y-£a-gend-a
he-P^go

a-genz-?l-e
he-go-p2

a-ka-gend-a
he-P3-go

a-laa-gend-a
he-Fi-go

a-li-gend-a
he-F2~go

y-a-ku-genz-jl-e
he-Pj-M0D-go-P2

y-a-ku-gend-a
he-Pj-MOD-go

Pastj

Past 2

Past2*

Futurej

Future 2

Condit.

Mod. 2

ba-a-ku-gend-a
they-Pj-MOD-go

ba-a-ku-genz-71-e
they-P1-M0D-go-P2

ba-li-gend-a
they-F2-go

ba-laa-gend-a
they-F1-go

ba-ka-gend-a
they-Pj-go

ba-genz-?1-e
they-go-P2

b^-^-gend-a
they-P1-go

ba-a-gend-ag-a
they-Pj-go-HAB

c>-ba-i f-ku-ba-saREL-they-be-to-be-MOD
ku-gend-a
MOD-go

^-ba-a-ku-gend-a
REL-they-Pi-MOD-go

^-ba-a-ku-genz-i1-e
REL-they-P1-M0D-go-P2

a-ba-lf-gend-a
REL-they-F2"go

a-ba-laa-gend-a
REL-they-Fj-go

a-ba-a-genz-* 1-e
REL-they-P1-go-P2

^-bS-genz-i1-e
REL-they-go-P2

a-ba-a-gend-a
REL-they-P^-go

a-ba-a-gend-ag-a
REL-they-Pj-go-HAB

a-ba-lf-ku-gend-a
REL-they-be-to-go

a-ba-gend-a
REL-they-go

RELATIVE CLAUSE
("the men who go/
went, etc.")

... n-a-ba-sa-ku-gend-a n_f “ *1“ku“ba-sa-ku-gend-a n i-ba-b£-sa-ku-gend-a
PR-fte-be-MOD-MOD-go REL/he-be-to-be-MOD-MOD-go PR-they-be-MOD-MOD-go

^-y-a-genz-'i l-e
REL-he-Pi~go-P2

^-a-genz-i1-e
REL-he-go-P2

a-y-a-gend-a
REL-he-Pj-go

£-y-a-gend-ag-a
REL-he-Pj-go-HAB

ni-ba-gend-a
PR-they-go

ba-gend-a
they-go

MAIN CLAUSE
("the men go/
went, etc.")

*marks tenses with morphqlqgical differences.in RC’s; tones are
given as they would appear when preceded by something other than pause

Mod. 2*

a-a-laa-gend-a
REL-he-Fj-go

y-aa-gend-ag-a
he-Pi-go-HAB

Past. Hab.

a-l*-ku-gend-a
REL/he-be-to-go

ri-aa-gend-a
PR-he-go

Pres. Pr. *

^-a-gend-a
REL-he-go

RELATIVE CLAUSE
("the man who goes/
went, etc.")

a-gend-a
he-go

MAIN CLAUSE
("the man goes/
went, etc.")

Pres. Hab.

TENSE

APPENDIX 2
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